Abstract-Children reading room in West Java Regional Library and Archives Agency (BAPUSIPDA: Badan Perpustakaan dan Kearsipan Daerah Jawa Barat) is an agency library service that provides children books collection. The collection frequently used by children in the agency children reading room is a collection of literary books. This study looked for to investigate the motive of the use of literature collection by children in the agency children reading room. The purpose of this research was to know the utilization motive of the collection in the agency children reading room that refers to the action in the future and the past. This research was based on the theory of phenomenology. This research is qualitative research with phenomenology approach. This research selected five children librarian in the agency children reading room who were still elementary students (SD: Sekolah Dasar). The results of this research were (1) the motive of the utilization of children literature collection in the children reading room related to future actions are to increase knowledge and utilize the collection as reference for school and exam, the ease in comprehending the collection of fiction books and the desire to explore the inspirational values contained in the reading and character of fiction books; (2) the motive of the utilization of children literature collection in the children reading room related to past actions are the completeness of the collection that makes the children have more choices of reading material, to actualize the hobby in reading, the passion in reading the collection with varied illustrations and colors and the comfort of the room that makes the children become comfortable.
The books in the library consist of two types of books: fiction and non-fiction books. Based on the above statistics, it explains that the collection most frequently accessed and read by children in 2015 was 800 collections, which was literature. Among various collections owned by West Java Regional Library and Archives Agency, comic was the most frequently accessed collection by the children.
This finding is strengthened by a research conducted Purwatiningsih (2010) , which found that it was only a small collection that was used and borrowed with the average use of 10.48%. In other words, it was still a small collection that is borrowed by children. This is also happening in the children reading room in West Java Regional Library and Archives Agency. Very few collections are used by children; the children collection has not been maximally utilized and the constantly accessed collection is only a particular collection.
"For the highest percentage of reading books, which is often borrowed and read, it is only that collection, yes only collection 800. Not with others." The collection frequently accessed or utilized by children in West Java Regional Library and Archives Agency is collection 800 namely literature. After filling the visit list of children reading room service, the children immediately run to collection 800 shelves, which is literature, and pick the book right away and read it on the Kuswarno, 2009 ) regarding the goals of phenomenology, phenomenology functions to construct the "real" world of human life in the form of direct experience. Furthermore, Schutz explains the categorization of one's action based on two phases: In Order to Move Motivate (Um-zu-Motiv), which means a motive referred to the action in the future, and Because Motives (Weil Motiv) actions, which means a motive referred to the past. This is related to what has been done by the children when reading literary works such as novel, legend and comic. This action certainly has particular reasons such as having reading as a hobby since childhood and making reading as a hobby until the present time. These are motives in the form of a person's consistency in his/her hobby. A book provides meaning and inspiration when the reading is finished, which becomes a force and knowledge to apply in everyday life. The motive of one having reading as a hobby is due to his/her desire to become an intelligent individual. Due to that desire, it will impact the future of his/her life that if he/she diligently done reading, he/she will be an intelligent person later.
Based on the statistical data that has been previously shown, the borrowing of the collection was more dominant in the subject of literature. Then, based on the children's statement, they gain the inspiration and meaning after reading the book from collection 800 that is literature. This is in accordance with Afred Schultz's explanation (Kuswarno, 2009) ; one has a motive that refers to action in the future, where the actions taken by a person must have a predetermined purpose; there are actions that refer to the past, which the action performed by someone must have a reason from the past.
Seeing the phenomenon of children librarian in utilizing the collection in the reading room of West Java Regional Library and Archives Agency, the authors are interested to study the utilization motive of collection in the children reading room of West Java Regional Library and Archives Agency based on the motive of past experience and future experience. Based on the findings in the field, the purpose of this research is:
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research, volume 263 1) To find out how the utilization motive of the collection in the children reading room West Java Regional Library and Archives Agency that refers to the action in the future; and 2) To find out how the utilization motive of the collection in the children reading room West Java Regional Library and Archives Agency that refers to the action in the past. The significance of research is theoretically used as the reference for the development of science, especially in the field of children literature collection. This research is expected to provide a significant contribution practically for children to access or utilize all kinds of collection available in the library, in this case West Java Regional Library and Archives Agency. This research also expects the Library and Archives to continue to innovate in improving the quality of service for children, so the collection utilization can be accessed evenly. Moreover, this research serves to increase the repertoire of science in the library study particularly for the authors and generally for various parties who concern directly or indirectly. The authors significantly expect that this research can be a source and reference for other researchers who want to further research on the use of children literature collection in West Java Regional Library and Archive Agency and other libraries.
The theory used in this study is phenomenology. Phenomenology theory is: example, if researchers attempt to describe the phenomenon of an environment according to their own views. Phenomenology is the actual experience by way of data about the reality that being studied. The tendency of word phemenon is the origin of the term phenomenology that is formed, and can be interpreted as a display of objects, conditions or invented, according to each perception (Littlejohn, 2002, p. 184) . Phenomenology is the study of the way in which the phenomena of conscious things appear to us, and the most fundamental way of their emergence is as a stream of sensory experiences related to those we receive through the five senses.
Alfred Schutz (in Kuswarno, 2009, p. 110) explains that the task of phenomenology is to construct the "real" world of human life in the form that experienced by themselves. Furthermore Kuswarno (2009, p. 110) suggests the reality of the world is intersubjective, meaning that members of society are sharing a basic perception of a world that they internalize through socialization and allowing them to interact or communicate. Schutz (Kuswarno, 2009 ) explains the grouping of one's actions based on 2 phases i.e., a. In order to move, motivate (Um-zu-Motiv), a motive that will refer to the action in the future, whereas the actions taken by someone must have a predetermined objective. This motive is used by humans to be made a foothold by a person to do something that aims for achieving results. b. Because motives (Weil Motiv), an action that refer to the past. Where the actions performed by someone must have a reason of the past when he did it. This motive identifies the past as well as analyzes it to how much it contributes to the next action.
II. METHODS The research method used in this research was the method with qualitative approach. The type of research used in this study was the study of phenomenology. The informants who made the subject of this study consisted of children's patron and children's reading room service librarian. Researchers applied the technique of purposive sampling in cases determining the informant. The data collected in this study, comprehend various stages, i.e: participant observation and in-depth interview, in-depth interviews require in-depth information to obtain information point coming from informants. This interview is aimed at child's patron and children's reading room service librarian. Data analysis in this research is done by following the procedure on the steps as stated by Sugiyono (2015, p. 91) that is "data reduction, data display, conclusion and verification." Examination of the validity of the data used in this study is triangulation. Triangulation, which is checking the truth of the data obtained from various sources in various ways and various times.
III. FINDING AND DISCUSSION
This study examined the utilization motives of collection in children's reading room institutions of Library and Archives of West Java (BAPUSIPDA). The research data was collected to five informants, the child's patron who used the collection in the children's reading room BAPUSPDA. Research data acquisition is done by direct observation or participant observation about activities conducted by children who utilize children's reading room service at Library
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and Archives of West Java, and an open interview conducted by researchers to informant, which have been chosen by researchers based on criteria that is children who are in the elementary school grade using the collection in the children's reading room BAPUSIPDA. Here's the profile of the informant: In general, the child's patron who likes the collection of collectibles fiction and non-fiction contained in the children's reading room BAPUSIPDA. The types of non-fiction books favored by the child's readers are textbooks which are appropriate to their subjects such as math books, Indonesian books, KDP books, RPALs, RPULs, and other textbooks. In general, the child's patron utilizes this non-fiction collection for school needs such as learning and doing homework. Besides for the collection of non-fiction, the collection of fiction is a favorite for child's patron as well. A collection of fiction books favored by child's patron have usually been a book with the picture and has color variations. Popular fiction books are like Comics, and folklore.
This study refers to the phenomonology theory of Alfred Schutz (Kuswarno, 2009, p. 110) which reveals that phenomenology constructs the "real" human world in their own natural form, Schutz also classifies one's action based on two phases, i.e.: In order to move, motivate (Um-zu-motiv) is a motive that refers to the actions in the future, and the second phase is because motives (Weil Motiv) are acts that refer to the past. This study divides the results that refer to two phases of a person's actions.
In order to move motivate (Um-zu-Motiv)
Utilization of collections in the children's reading room Library and Archives of West Java by a patron who is a child in an elementary school grade level. Active activities undertaken by the child patron in utilizing the child's reading room service is by reading the library collection frequently and borrowed the collections to bring it home. The motive for the use of this collection is done by the child's reader with the aim that the existing knowledge in the collection can influence his intellectual power so the librarian can be an intelligent student and do the school tasks given by his teacher, it is conveyed by ER, "I want to be a smart kid, if I read a book, so my knowledge increase ". This is related to the cognitive needs of children in increasing knowledge. Katc, Gurevitch, and Haas (Pawit, 2009, p. 338) explains that cognitive needs are necessarily closely related to the need to strengthen or to gain information, knowledge, and one's understanding of their surroundings so that new experiences in life are gained. In addition, the use of collections in the children's reading room is also based on the need for school exams, it is conveyed by TNF, "I often borrow books for studying to get me ready facing my midtest, Daily test and national exam (UN) preparation". Besides to adding insight about science, the use of children's reading room collection at the Library and Archives of West Java as well as reference materials for children when the child will face the exam given by the school.
In addition to the use of collections in the children's reading room as a form of implementation of the cognitive needs fulfillment, the attraction of the book collections is a vital factor that affects children to read books as well. The FNI revealed, "I like fiction books, like folklore, fairy tales, and comics". This type of collection becomes the motive for a child to read, the children basically like light-loaded books that do not require high thinking/reasoning power so that the messages contained in the book can be understood by the child wholly, besides that the child has a high imagination in interpreting something, through the collections like fairy tales, comics, illustrated stories, and other collections in a child's imagination.
The values contained in the children's reading in the children's reading room become one of the motives for the reader of children reading the book. In general, the values contained in the reading of children are the books that have moral value. The moral value contained in the book is an inspiration and example for children in their social life. ER said, "the books here are inspiring a lot, so we can imitate the good things and not be affected by the bad things". Nurgiyantoro (2005, p. 6) reveals that children's literature is emotionally, psychologically responsive and understood by children, and it is generally starts from concrete and imaginative facts.
The characters in the storybook that are constructed by the author of the book also become role models for children in life, they take the traits and behaviors within the character, this is conveyed by the FNI, "I do not like malin kundang, he is godless, because he was godless himself changing into stone, I do not want to fight to my parents and
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rebellious to the parents who gave birth to us ". In addition HSH also said, "I love Naruto, he saves people, he is brave, never give up, discipline, and superb." When a child admires the characters in the story, then the child will be curious about the stories of the character's journey, this is the attraction of a book that then affects the child's favorite in reading. The child will take each of the characters, attitudes, and experiences of the character in the story, Huck (1987) explains that the children will feel how to endure hardship and take risks, will also be challenged to dreaming various of dreams also contemplate and express various problems about himself.
Because motives (Weil Motiv)
The selection of children's reading room as a referral service for child readers is based on the completeness of the book's collection in the children's reading room, so it makes the child readers to have more choices about the collection they need, as stated by FIN. "I often come to the library, almost every day, because there are a lot of book's collections in this library. Thus, I won't be confused to choose the book that I want". Completeness of book collection becomes a factor that influences children to read books in the children's reading room. Handoko (Handayani, 2007, p.28) describes the factors that affect the use of library materials, which are the completeness of book collection that could be used by users, as well as librarian's skills.
The utilization of children's collection in Library and Archives of West Java is also influenced by a user's hobby, a reading hobby that has been taught by the user's parents at home, as stated by TNF, "I have a reading habit since I was a kid, which has become my hobby. The habit is taught by my mom. Because there are a lot of books in this library, I continue the habit". The availability of many collections becomes a motive for children to use library collections, based on their passion. With the availability of many book's collections, children can channel their hobby to read. Children will have many chances to read many kinds of books rather than having to buy books outside or reread the same book. Designs of book's collection also become a supporting factor for children to read books, as conveyed by DTC, "I love reading illustrated and colorful books. I won't read heavily text-books". Colors and pictures become things required in a good book for toddlers and early adolescence children, because colors and images provide an attractive appearance to the readers, and also the messages in the books can be easily absorbed by the children.
Not only the book collection that could appeal children into using the reading room, but also the condition of the reading room itself, as explained by ER, "I can read books as many as I want in this library because the place is nice and cool, for there are air conditioners here. I can comfortably laying down while reading". The comfortable condition of reading room can make people, especially children who hate uncomfortable condition of a room, to stay for long in the reading room. With the presence of facilities that can be used to have a rest, or even sleep, it can make children to have a choice to take a break when reading a book.
IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Based on the results and discussion of the above research, it can be concluded that research on the motive utilization of children's literature collection in children's reading room Library and Archives of West Java is based on In order to move motivate or motive for the future, and because motives or motives of the past.
In order to move motivate (Um-zu-Motiv)
Motive utilization of children's collections in the children's reading room in Library and Archives of West Java, which refers to the action to come is to increase the science of children, with the desire of children to read books in children's reading room will affect the intellectual power and cognitive ability. Utilization of the collection of children's literature books were used by children as a means of child referrals in doing the task, and as material for children facing exams at school. Motive utilization of children's collection in children's reading room is also based on the collection factor that is on the type of collection that is read, child readers are more fond of reading lightly charged readings so that the messages contained in the collection are easy to be understood by children. The values contained in the reading are also factors that encourage the child readers to make use of the collections in the Children's reading room, the children will make inspiring books an example for them in social life. In addition, the figures contained in non-fiction children's books are also the motive for children in reading the collection of children's literature books, non-fiction children's books, generally have a character that later became a role model for children in the attitude and act in reality.
Because motives (Weil Motiv)
Motive utilization of children's collections in the children's reading room in Library and Archives of West Java that refers to the actions, which refer to the past, is based on the completeness of the collection contained in the children's reading room. Therefore, the completeness of book collection makes children to prefer the library as a place to meet their needs. Another motive utilization of children's literature collection is influenced by the children's hobby of reading, so that children will be able to actualize their hobby to read. The motive for the collection of children literature books based on the collection factor is the design, the child prefers books that have many pictures and has color variations, so that children prefer reading and the easiness to absorb the values contained in the collection.
Here are the researcher's recommendation for West Java Regional Library and Archives:
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